Benchmarks
Although it was not planned as a special number, it is not surprising that three of the four
articles in our first issue put together after September 11 deal with different aspects of
terrorism. To lead it off, we are very happy to publish an article by UCLA’s David
Rapoport, the West’s pioneering scholar of terrorism, that puts contemporary terrorism in
its historical context. Of our other two articles on the subject, Andrew McKenna’s (his
second in Anthropoetics) connects Islamic terrorism with the very Western resentment of
Dostoevsky’s Possessed, and Nils Zurawski’s–our first article based directly on
ethnographic research–demonstrates the applicability of the theory of mimetic desire to the
language of the perpetrators and victims of terror in Northern Ireland. Rounding out the
issue, Herbert Plutschow, in an article adapted from his talk at the March 2002 GAPostcolonial Studies colloquium, analyzes the mimetic insights of an earlier era. This is
Herbert’s fourth Anthropoetics article.
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